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Movie has been knotted with literature tightly since the day of naissance. 
The literature gives the movie basis to recount, spirit to nourish. The 
development of the movie also urges the literature to look back himself, to learn 
from movie on the techniques and meanness for renewal. 
They promote and compete with each other. In the process, with the change of 
the society and the development of technology, movies get the independent status 
gradually, and become the main current of culture in the present age. Therefore, 
the literature retired gradually. literature which has retired from the leading part 
of culture is expecting another boom with self-questioning and speculation. 
This does not disobey the regulation of the art development. 
Chinese literature and Chinese movie also experience the same process as 
world literature and movie. However, there are many differences, which decide 
the special features of communication between Chinese literature and Chinese 
movie. 
This text tries clarify these special characters, so arranged the progress of 
the article as follows. 
The first part, through recounting the current relations and phenomenon 
which happened between movie and literature in the movie development history, 
such as business movie of Hollywood‘s formulizing of novel, the movie master‘s 
reference to literature, the ages character of the filmlizing of the literature 
masterpieces, the promotion from the movie development to literature, and the 















clarify that literature and movie promote and compete with each other is their 
inborn and inevitable character . 
The second part analysis the character, difference and complementarities of 
two kinds of Chinese movies modality. " The drama person's movie" and" the 
scholar movie " which has been under the two kinds of Chinese literatures 
influence of which one is epic style and the other is romantic. 
Chinese movie has been influenced and restricted by Chinese literature 
tradition since the day of naissance. the epic tradition affected the dramatic 
popular and business character of" The drama person's movie";" The romantic 
tradition" affects the lyric, elite and artistic character of" The scholar movie"." 
The drama person's movie" and" The scholar movie" always evolve with changes 
of the age, which also show that whether the cultural character contained by" The 
epic tradition" and" The romantic tradition" can gear with the time. 
The third part studies the relation fluctuation of the contemporary Chinese 
movie and Chinese literature. Since the new period of China，although Chinese 
movie and Chinese literature faced the same historic situation，the relation of 
them is always in change. The movie gets away from the restriction of the 
literature gradually, and become the main current of the culture of the ages with 
the independent character. Whereas, The literature loses slowly the brilliancy of 
the start of the new period, and retreated to the backstage in the 1990s. By 
analyzing the third generation, the fourth generation, the fifth generation, the 
sixth generation director’s dissimilarity in principle and practice of their filmizng 
the literature work , this chapter try to find out the reason of the relation’s 
fluctuation between contemporary movie and literatures, and investigate the 















The Forth part, conclusion. I plan to make an inductive analysis of the 
fluctuation of the Chinese modern movie’s naissance, development and the 
relation between which and literature. Although very big changes of the relation 
between Chinese contemporary literature and movies has happened, the movie 
also is heading for the independence from collusion with literature, Chinese 
movie always more or less under the influence of Chinese literature traditions, 
which is one of the racial presentation of the Chinese movie and also assure 
Chinese movie can be approved by world in the name of " China".  
How does the Chinese movie break the bottleneck in new century? 
Does the Chinese literature successfully make the transformation? 
This is not only the responsibility that belongs to the director and writer, but 
also a problem that is close to our each person. 
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① 格里菲斯是被誉为“美国电影之父”。他发现和发展了电影蒙太奇手法，并娴熟的应用于所
拍摄的好莱坞电影工业起步阶段的商业电影中，获得了巨大的成功。 
② 1915 年由美国纪元影片公司出品的《一个国家的诞生》，耗资超过 10 万美元，制作班底豪
华，票房过亿，上映时间长达 15 年之久。如乔治.萨杜尔在《世界电影史》（中国电影出版社，






























































































































































































































































《汤姆叔叔的小屋》被改拍 9 次，梅里美的《卡门》20 次。雨果的名著《悲
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① 克洛德—埃德蒙德·马妮：《电影的时代也就是美国小说的时代》，《外国电影理论文选》上
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